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ABSTRACT

apps, various types of sensors are either shipped within the smartphone or equipped on wearable devices. The data collected from
those sensors are gathered by the smartphone OS and then dispatched to different mobile apps.
As more and more high-precision sensors are introduced, greater
concerns are raised that the collected sensing data may be abused
by installed third party apps to infer sensitive information that users
do not want to share. Recently, many sensor-based mobile context
inference techniques [34, 33] and user activity recognition techniques [32, 33] have been developed for good purposes. However, such techniques can be equally abused to infer user’s sensitive information. Recent studies on offensive technologies have
also shown prototypes of innovative sensor-based attacks on smartphones, including location tracking attacks (with GPS [29, 19] and
accelerometer [22]), stealthy video capturing attack (with camera [45]),
audio-based logging attack (with microphone [42]), vibration-based
logging attack on keystrokes of nearby keyboards (with accelerometer [35]), vibration-based logging attack on user touchscreen inputs (with motion sensors [46, 11, 40]).
These merging sensor-based attacks expose the flaws and ineffectiveness of existing permission-based sensor management systems, which were designed to protect traditional types of sensitive
information, such as contact lists and confidential files. Differently,
Categories and Subject Descriptors
the sensitivity of sensor data depends on the context in which the
data was collected and the quality of data (e.g., precision). Existing
C.2.m [Computer-Communication Networks]: Miscellaneous;
permission-based access control can only help decide if an app is
C.2.0 [General]: Security and protection
allowed to access particular sensors. Once permissions are granted,
the user has no knowledge or control over the actual sensor usKeywords
age. For example, the trojan app Soundcomber [42] first tricks the
user to grant the permission for audio recording and then stealthily
Sensor management, phone sensing, smartphone, Android, privacyabuses the privilege to record the voice of a user during phone calls.
aware
Thus, simply introducing more permissions for onboard sensors
will not help protect users from sensor-based attacks.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we propose a privacy-aware sensor management
framework, named SemaDroid. Extending the existing sensor manNowadays, high-resolution sensors have been widely applied in
mobile applications to support innovative mobile user interfaces [15] [5], agement framework on Android, SemaDroid is a general framework for managing a comprehensive list of on-board sensors to enuser authentication [4] [1], context-aware applications [44] [3], wellable flexible and effective sensor data access control. It covers not
being monitoring [30] [2], wearable devices (e.g., GoogleGlass),
only the permission-associated sensors, e.g., GPS and camera, but
and collaborative data collection applications [17, 7]. In all these
also sensors overlooked by the existing sensor management system,
e.g., accelerometer, orientation, and proximity sensors.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or
Specifically, we consider the onboard sensors as Service Providers,
classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed
the installed sensing apps as Service Consumers, and then introfor profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than
duces the notion of Quality-of-Sensing (QoSn) to measure the qualACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or reity of sensor data supplied by sensors to sensing apps. Based on this
publish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission
provider-consumer relation, SemaDroid allows the user to moniand/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org.
tor the sensor usage of an installed third party app from the perCODASPY’15, March 2–4, 2015, San Antonio, Texas, USA.
spectives of (1) the context under which the sensor data is colc 2015 ACM 978-1-4503-3191-3/15/03 ...$15.00.
Copyright ⃝
While mobile sensing applications are booming, the sensor management mechanisms in current smartphone operating systems are
left behind – they are incomprehensive and coarse-grained, exposing a huge attack surface for malicious or aggressive third party
apps to steal user’s private information through mobile sensors.
In this paper, we propose a privacy-aware sensor management
framework, called SemaDroid, which extends the existing sensor
management framework on Android to provide comprehensive and
fine-grained access control over onboard sensors. SemaDroid allows the user to monitor the sensor usage of installed apps, and
to control the disclosure of sensing information while not affecting the app’s usability. Furthermore, SemaDroid supports contextaware and quality-of-sensing based access control policies. The enforcement and update of the policies are in real-time. Detailed design and implementation of SemaDroid on Android are presented
to show that SemaDroid works compatible with the existing Android security framework. Demonstrations are also given to show
the capability of SemaDroid on sensor management and on defeating emerging sensor-based attacks. Finally, we show the high efficiency and security of SemaDroid.
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lected and (2) the QoSn of data that is collected from the onboard
sensors. Then, SemaDroid allows the user to manage the sensor
usage by specifying context-aware and QoSn-based sensor usage
policies and enforcing the policies in real time. Our sensor data
management model supports not only local third-party apps, but
also general-purpose participatory sensing applications (e.g., citizen science and journalism, building noise/pollution/WiFi maps)
where participating phones contribute their own sensing data to a
remote data collector. Instead of installing one third-party app for
each type of participatory sensing, which might be privacy-invasive
itself, our model results in a new paradigm for participating sensing by downloading and enforcing third-party sensing policies that
must conform to user’s local sensing policy.
To balance the privacy and desired functionalities, SemaDroid
provides a Privacy Bargain feature, which allows the user to interactively refine the SemaDroid sensor usage policies. This is based
on the observation that the content of sensor data collected may always contain more or less information about the user, and the user
may be willing to bargain the QoSn of a sensor in exchange for
relative rewards of desired functionalities. Moreover, SemaDroid
provides QoSn adjustment services that generates continuous adjusted sensor data for different types of sensors. The generated
data can simulate the real sensor readings with little private information, or are purely random data. Such services allow the user to
feed the sensing app with quality-adjusted data in order to keep the
app running while not sacrificing (much) user privacy.
We present the design of SemaDroid on Android version 4.0.3.
Framework design and implementation details are presented to show
that SemaDroid works compatible with the existing permission based
access control system on Android from 4.0 to 4.4.

2. SENSING ON SMARTPHONES
Phone sensing applications rely on apps installed on smartphones
to receive sensor data from OS [31]. Those collected data may be
consumed locally or forwarded to a more powerful remote server [17].
In this paper, our study focuses on the management of sensor data
collection performed by installed third party apps.

2.1 Sensors on Smartphones
According to the associated security permissions, we classify
sensors on Android into two groups, unrestricted sensors and restricted sensors. Accessing unrestricted sensors requires no security permission. These types of sensors are all governed by the
SensorManager system service on Android. Accessing restricted
sensors requires the app to declare corresponding security permissions (e.g., CAMERA) in its Manifest file. Each type of restricted
sensor has its specific sensor management service, e.g., the LocationManagerService for GPS. Specifically,1
• Unrestricted sensors include accelerometer, ambient temperature sensor, gravity sensor, gyroscope sensor, light sensor,
magnetic field sensor, orientation sensor, atmosphere pressure sensor, proximity sensor, etc.
• Restricted sensors include GPS, camera, and microphone.
To investigate the popularity of sensor usage, we downloaded
more than 12, 000 top ranked free apps from 7 popular categories
1
Communication sensors are not considered in this paper, such as
cellular network, wifi, bluetooth, and NFC. Also, touchscreen is not
included because, on Android, only the app running in foreground
and displayed on the touchscreen is allowed to receive touch event
information from the touchscreen. Furthermore, featured sensors,
such as the fingerprint reader [36], are not considered as they have
only been equipped on selected smartphone models and are not
supported by standard Android SDK.

Table 1: Percentage of apps using different sensors
Category
Game
Business
Book & Reference
Comics
Communication
Education
Entertainment
Average

Unrestricted
sensors
53.57%
15.77%
7.91%
25.85%
15.62%
16.67%
14.24%
22.65%

GPS

Camera

57.92%
54.73%
47.84%
33.47%
38.51%
42.01%
40.13%
47.89%

20.81%
12.24%
2.38%
12.24%
9.76%
6.96%
5.61%
11.39%

Micphone
2.52%
2.98%
0.15%
2.98%
6.43%
6.39%
3.41%
2.52%

in the Google Play App store. Static analysis is then performed
with the help of reverse engineer tool [9] to analyze the sensor usage of individual apk. The number of apps downloaded from each
category is slightly different. For example, the comics category in
Google lists much fewer apps than the game category. As listed
in Table 1, Game is the category that accesses sensors the most,
and GPS is the most popular sensor type. Overall, from the dataset
we collected, we observed that accessing sensors (e.g., GPS and
unrestricted sensors) is a common behavior of third party apps.

2.2

Workflow of Sensor Data Collection

We use an example of accessing the accelerometer sensor to
briefly illustrate the procedure of sensor data collection on Android.
To request sensor data from accelerometer, an installed sensing app
first sends a registration request to the SensorManager system service. In the request, the sensing app specifies the desired sensor
type (e.g., accelerometer), the (recommended) data sampling rate,
and the SensorEventListener that is implemented within the sensing
app. Upon receiving the request, the SensorManager creates a ListenerDelegate thread for this sensing app, passes the parameters to
the thread, and then maps the thread to a SensorThread, which receives sensor events from the accelerometer driver. For accelerometer, a sensor event includes a vector of sampled values[] and a
timestamp of sampling. The sensor event will be passed backwards
to the designated SensorEventListener in the sensing app. The procedures of sensor data collection on other sensors are similar to that
of accessing the accelerometer. Furthermore, accessing restricted
sensors requires certain security permissions.

2.3

Existing Sensor Management on Android

The existing sensor management system on Android relies on
a general permission-based access control system. During the installation of a sensing app, the smartphone user will be notified
of security permissions claimed by this app. The installation will
be pursued only if the user agrees to grant all the claimed security
permissions. If an app attempts to access a sensor whose security permission is not stated in the Manifest file, the access will
be denied by Android OS and a security exception will be thrown.
Clearly, the existing permission-based access control system is not
suitable for sensor management as it only provides management on
the access privileges without any management on the sensor usage.
Because Android supports multitasking, installed apps running in
the background can stealthily collect sensor data from desired sensors, as long as the sensors are unrestricted or the corresponding
security permissions have been granted.

2.4
2.4.1

Security Model
Attack Model

The attackers in our work are installed third party apps which
attempt to collect sensor data when a user is not willing to share it.
Such apps include (1) malware (e.g., Trojan apps proposed in [46,

42]) that attempt to infer sensitive user information from collected
sensor data; and (2) adware that attempt to improve their functionalities, e.g., collecting location information for ads targeting and
news delivery [16]. As the third party apps have already been installed on the smartphone, we assume that they have gained permissions to access the sensors they request. Also, we assume that
all apps access the sensors via APIs specified in the standard Android sdk (Android 4.0.3 SDK [20]). Web applications running in
mobile browsers may also be able to access onboard sensors (e.g.,
GPS) via APIs provided by mobile browsers. In this case, these
web applications will be treated the same as the web browser.

2.4.2 Trust Model
We assume that the Android OS is not compromised. SemaDroid
is implemented within the Application Framework layout of Android OS. Hence, the security of SemaDroid is protected by the Android OS. SemaDroid only communicates with components within
the Android OS and none of its APIs is exposed to third party apps.
Third party apps have neither the knowledge about the existence of
SemaDroid, nor the access to the APIs of SemaDroid.

3. SEMADROID DESIGN
In this section, we present the design of SemaDroid, which allows the user to track the sensor usage of installed apps and then
control the sensor usage by enforcing user customized policies.

3.1 SemaDroid Framework Design
In Figure 1, we present an overview of sensor usage management
in SemaDroid. Basically, SemaDroid consists of four components
and a set of hooks (named SemaHook) embedded within the existing modules of Android.

SensorPolicyManager is implemented as a system service with
APIs accessible only by SensorMonitor and Portal. It maintains
all sensor usage policies and answers policy queries from SensorMonitor. Besides, together with the Portal, Sensor Policy Manager
allows the user to create and customize the sensor usage policies.
MockSensorDataGenerator is a featured service provided by SemaDroid. Briefly, it maintains a set of threads that generate mock
sensor data for different sensor types. SemaDroid allows the user
to replace the real sensor data with mock data so as to keep the app
running while not sacrificing his privacy.
SemaHooks are codes we place within the existing Android components. The major functions of SemaHooks include intercepting sensor access requests from apps, communicating with SensorMonitor service, and enforcing sensor usage policies during the
sensor data collection.

3.2 SemaDroid Workflow
We briefly explain how SemaDroid works from two aspects.

3.2.1

Allowing Sensor Usage Management

The smartphone user interacts with SemaDroid through the Portal app, which provides a sensor usage review function and a policy
management function. With the sensor usage review function, the
user can review a sensor usage report for an individual app. Figure 2 shows a simple user interface for reviewing low-level sensor usage (More user friendly UI can also be designed to aggregate
low-level usage information for more in-depth usage anomaly analysis.) A sensor usage report consists of sensor usage records on all
accessed sensors. Each usage record is described by the starting
time, usage duration, and a set of phone state descriptions within
this duration. The phone state descriptions are used to indicate the
context of sensor data usage. The Portal app shows the existing SemaDroid policies associated with each installed app. It allows the
user to create new sensor usage policies and customize the existing
sensor usage policies.

Figure 1: The design of SemaDroid framework on Android
Portal App is a SemaDroid app located within the /system/app
folder, like the default Contact and Settings apps of Android. It is
implemented as a user interface app that allows the user to interact
with the SemaDroid framework. Through the Portal app, the user
can view the sensor usage of all installed third party apps, create
sensor usage policies, and enforce the policies in real-time.
SensorMonitor is implemented as a system service with APIs accessible only inside the Android OS or by the Portal app. Sensor Monitor provides two services. First, Sensor Monitor keeps
tracking the sensor usage of every installed app so that the Portal
app can retrieve the sensor usage information and show it to the
user for review. Second, SensorMonitor is the interface for SemaHook to query for sensor usage policies. When receiving a policy
query from a SemaHook, SensorMonitor will fetch the corresponding sensor usage policy from the SensorPolicyManager service, extract the enforcement rules from policies, and then return the rules
to the requester SemaHook for enforcement.

Figure 2: A demonstration of sensor usage report

3.2.2

Enforcing Sensor Usage Policies

In SemaDroid, the policy enforcement workflow starts from the
embedded SemaHook when a sensor access request is intercepted.
Here, we briefly explain the common steps in policy enforcement.
Enforcement details will be presented in Section 6.
Step 1 Interception: When a sensor access request is intercepted,
SemaHook will send the requested sensor type with the requester
app’s uid to the SensorMonitor service, asking for rules to enforce.

Step 2 Policy Retrieval: With the sensor type and uid, SensorMonitor retrieves a set of stored sensor usage policies (if existing)
from the SensorPolicyManager. Each policy contains a description
of its enforcement context, detailing the context under which this
policy can be applied (as in Figure 3). SensorMonitor will filter the
retrieved policies with the current context, such as current time and
phone states. With the policies applicable in the current context,
SensorMonitor retrieves the enforcement rules of the requested sensor type and returns them to SemaHook for enforcement.
Step 3 Rule Enforcement: Those received enforcement rules contain the guidance about how this sensor data collection should be
performed. SemaHook will then enforce the received enforcement
rules during sensor data collection.

4. SENSOR USAGE POLICY DESIGN AND
ENFORCEMENT
SemaDroid allows the user to control sensing apps by placing
fine-grained policies on their sensor usages instead of simply following the privileges of sensor access. A sensor usage policy describes in what context sensor data collection can be performed and
the best quality of sensor data that is allowed to collect. For example, an informal example sensor usage policy may state “app A is
allowed to collect sensor data from accelerometer, between 1:00
am and 8:00 am, with sample rate no greater than 20 Hz”.
In SemaDroid, a sensor usage policy consists of three sections:
Policy Property, Enforcement Context, and Quality-of-Sensing(QoSn)
based Enforcement Rules. A policy file is organized in standard
XML format as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: An example of SemaDroid policy

4.1 Policy Property
The Policy Property section includes the information about the
app under management and the policy modification information.
app-info Section: A sensor usage policy supports one or multiple
apps.Each app is identified by its package identification. When the
SensorPolicyManager service loads the policy, it will contact the
PackageManager and get the corresponding uid. Policy enforcement is based on uid instead of package name. Multiple apps with
the same uid can share policies with one another.
SemaDroid also supports two special app package names. One
is “***.***.app”, called all-app, which represents all third party
apps. The other is “***.***.root”, called all-root, which represents
all uids including system apps.
policy-info Section: The policy-info section keeps the version information of the policy. User can create a policy through the SemaDroid Portal system app, or load a policy file from the sd card.

4.2 Policy Enforcement Context
The Enforcement Context section specifies the context restrictions for policy enforcement. The policy can be applied if and
only if all restrictions described in the Context sections are satisfied. Currently, SemaDroid supports the following restrictions:

Temporal Duration restriction describes the effective date and expiration date (startdate and enddate), repeating starting time and
end time in a day (repeatstarttime and repeatendtime), etc.
Phone State restriction is tagged by “phonestate”. SemaDroid
supports the set of telephone states maintained by TelephonyManager [20]. For example, CALL_STATE_IDLE indicates that the
user is not making phone calls. SemaDroid determines the current
telephone state by querying the Context.TELEPHONY_SERVICE.
Usage State restriction is determined by monitoring the Intent broadcasted by Android. Currently, we heuristically select several typical
states according to the attacks we attempt to defeat. One example
is the SCREEN_ON state, which states that the screen is turned on.
App State restriction describes the running status of sensing apps.
SemaDroid determines the running status of an app, either foreground or background, by contacting the ActivityManager for the
RunningAppProcessInfo of app.
These stated restrictions help make context-aware sensor usage
policies. For example, enforcing policy on microphone when the
user is on the call can easily defeat the attacks that stealthily record
audio during phone calls, and enforcing policy on motion sensors
when the screen is turned on can defeat the attacks that infer user
inputs via tapping touchscreen.
Location-based restrictions are not currently supported because
checking the current location upon every policy query will introduce significant delay. While keeping tracking the location information may lower the delay, it is costly in battery consumption.

4.3

Quality-of-Sensing based Enforcement Rules

The QoSn-based Enforcement Rules allow the user to manage the
sensor usage of a sensing app by controlling the quality of sensor
data supplied to this app. When no enforcement rule is applied, the
sensing app will always get the sensor data with finest QoSn (a.k.a.,
Original QoSn), which is determined by hardware specification, the
sensor driver, and the version of Android OS.
By enforcing the rules, SemaDroid allows the user to lower the
QoSn by adjusting sensing parameters, manipulating sensor data,
and even supplying mock data. For example, in Figure 3, the enforcement rule on accelerometer states that, the actual sampling
rate of accelerometer will be 0.5 times of the original sampling rate
specified by the sensing app. The enforcement rule on magnetic
field sensor states that the first reading in the value[] of collected
SensorEvent will be round to a multiple of 0.1. The round-off errors from the raw reading are intentionally introduced to lower the
QoSn of sensing service provided by the onboard magnetic field
sensor.

4.4

Policy Enforcement

Sensor usage policies are enforced by SemaHooks through either
the sensing parameters or the collected sensor data.
Through Parameters: Android allows the sensing app to guide
the sensor data collection by specifying sensing parameters, such
as the sampling rate for accelerometer and the image size for camera. These specified parameters will be intercepted by SemaHook
with the sensing request. SemaDroid allows the user to specify
enforcement rules to manipulate the values of original parameters,
such as the sampling rate in Figure 3. Adjusting sensing parameters
is the simplest approach to control the QoSn.
Through Collected Sensor Data: when the sensor data collected
by the Sensor Driver arrives at the Application Framework layer,
the SemaHook will intercept the sensor data and enforce sensor usage policies before forwarding it to the sensing app. For example,
in Figure 3, the enforcement rules on magnetic field sensor is enforced on collected sensor data.

5. PRIVACY BARGAIN
User privacy has been defined in different research fields. In the
context of mobile sensing, sensors act as service providers supplying user’s personal (context) information to sensing apps. Thus,
we adopt the definition of user privacy that is widely accepted in
personal information privacy study: user privacy is the ability of
an individual to control the access others have to his/her personal
information [14]. The control of user’s privacy refers to the ability
to decide the amount and depth of information collected through
the sensor data collection procedure.
In this section, we show how SemaDroid can allow the user
to bargain over their personal information in exchange of desired
functions of sensing apps.

5.1 Definition of Privacy Bargain
Privacy Bargain is a concept where the users are willing to trade
off privacy for desired functions or to bargain the release of personal information in exchange of relatively small rewards [6, 12,
23]. Privacy bargain has been widely studied in the individual decision process with respect to user information privacy [6] and user
online information privacy [12, 23].
During sensor data collection, the readings collected from onboard sensors contain user’s personal information as these readings are measured by examining the surrounding context of smartphones. For example, readings collected from motion sensors are
widely used to infer the type of user activities [32, 33]. Thus, in
our case, privacy bargain stands for the case when the user releases
sensing information to sensing apps in return for desired functions
of sensing apps.

5.2 Bargain Procedure using SemaDroid
SemaDroid provides the privacy bargain capacity by allowing
the user to review the sensor usage report of a sensing app via the
Portal app, and then adjust the QoSn of sensing data by changing
the policies. For example, at the higher sampling rate or the higher
precision the readings are generated, the better QoSn the sensor
can provide, thus more private information the sensing data may
carry. Admittedly, lowering the QoSn (e.g., providing vague or
mock sensor data) may affect some functionalities of sensing apps.
However, from the perspective of users, if the functionalities are
not desired, such as ads, feeding vague or mock sensing data would
not be a problem as long as their desired functionalities, e.g., game
control, are not affected.

5.3 QoSn Adjustment using SemaDroid
To adjust the QoSn, SemaDroid supports three types of enforcement rules: Data Adjustment Rules, Data Manipulation Rules, and
Mock Data Rules. The differences lie on the operations supported
on the collected sensor data.

5.3.1 Data Adjustment Rules
Data Adjustment Rules do not alter the content of collected sensor data directly. Instead, they are rules for adjusting the sampling
rate, or dropping selected sensor readings according to certain criteria. Data Adjustment Rules can be applied when the user is conservative in providing sensing data, but the correctness of reported
sensor events is critical to the desired functionalities of the sensing app. The user would lower the QoSn but still provide accurate
sensor data. For example, the user may adjust the sampling rate of
GPS to a monitoring app to avoid precise location tracking.

5.3.2 Data Manipulation Rules

Data Manipulation Rules allow the user to manipulate the content of collected sensor data or adding noise. Typical Data Manipulation Rules include rounding the values in the sensor data to
approximate values, replacing particular sensor readings by mock
readings, manipulating the content of sensor events (e.g., adding
watermarks to images taken by the camera), and adding noise such
as mock readings. The mock readings are either generated randomly according to the specification of rules, or loaded from sensor
events recorded previously in a trace file.
Data Manipulation Rules are suitable in cases when the user is
suspicious of sensor data abuse in certain sensing apps. For example, to avoid inferring sensitive tap events on the touchscreen from
collected motion sensor readings in the TapLogger attack [46], the
user may intentionally add noise to the reported readings.

5.3.3

Mock Data Rules

Mock Data Rules allow the user to completely replace the collected sensor data by mock data. This option enables the user to
prohibit particular apps from getting any real context information,
while keeping the app running. For example, many apps require
sensor data from GPS for the ads libraries [16, 25]. If the user is
not interested in the content of advertisement, SemaDroid allows
the user to provide mock GPS information to the app.

5.3.4

Rules Refinement

The Privacy Bargain function allows the user to refine their specified enforcement rules. Briefly, the user may keep reducing the
QoSn starting from the Data Adjustment Rules until the Mock Data
Rules. If feeding the sensing apps with the current enforcement
rules causes little or even no side effect to the desired functionalities, the user can safely enjoy the desired functionalities without
sacrificing his/her privacy.

6.

IMPLEMENTATION OF SEMADROID

An overview of SemaDroid implementation was presented in
Figure 1. In this section, we present some implementation details on Android (version 4.0.3). Due to space limit, we take the
set of sensors managed by SensorManager and GPS as two examples to explain the detailed policy enforcement procedure with SemaDroid. For SemaDroid implementations with camera and microphone, we briefly explain the differences in their implementations
and enforcement procedures. A summary of all currently supported
enforcement rules are listed in Table 2 for reference. Besides, as to
SemaDroid itself, we focus on the Mock Data Generator service
whose details have not been discussed.

6.1

Unrestricted Sensors

In Android, SensorManager is a system service that allows sensing apps to access all unrestricted sensors, including accelerometer, ambient temperature sensor, gravity sensor, gyroscope, ambient
light sensor, magnetic field sensor, orientation sensor, atmosphere
pressure sensor, proximity sensor, relative humidity sensor, and
temperature sensor [20]. All sensors governed by SensorManager
require no security permission to access and can be accessed by
apps running in the background. Figure 4 shows how SemaDroid
enforces sensor usage policies on these unrestricted sensors.

6.1.1

Normal Sensor Data Collection

To access an unrestricted sensor, a sensing app will first prepare a class SensorEventListener for the coming sensor events2 ,
and then register the listener to the SensorManager by calling the
2

The sensing app may also specify a Handler for sensor events

Table 2: Enforcement rules supported by SemaDroid on different sensors(variables in () are parameters)
Sensor Types
Unrestricted
Sensors
(accelerometer,
orientation
sensor, etc.)

Enforcement Targets
On Parameters (Delay)
On Collected Sensor Data ( a SensorEvent
consists of accuracy, timestamp, values[])
On Parameters ( minTime, minDistance, criteria, etc.)

GPS

Camera (picture)

Microphone
(Audio
Recording)
Microphone and
Camera (Video
Recording)

On Collected Sensor Data (A Location
consists of latitude, longitude, etc.)
On Parameters (output file, picture size, flash
mode, etc.)
On Collected Sensor Data (A picture is
represented by a byte[])
On Parameters (output file, output format,
audio encorder, etc.)
On Collected Sensor Data (A frame is
represented by a Buffer object)
On Parameters (output file, video size, video
frame rate, etc.)
On Collected Sensor Data (On the output
file directly)

Type in Rules
Rate
AdjustSampleRate
AdjustTimeInterval
Manipulate
Mock
minTime, minDistance,
criteria, etc.
AdjustSampleRate
AdjustTimeInterval
Manipulate
Mock
output file, picture size,
flash mode, etc.
Manipulate
Mock
output file, output format,
audio encorder, etc.
Manipulate
Mock
output file, video size,
video frame rate, etc.
Manipulate
Mock

Method in Rules
Set, Times, AllowedRange;
Times;
Set, Times;
FilterWithFixed,FilterWithRandom,
Round;
Random, TraceFile;
Set, AllowedRange;

Times,

Set,

Times;
Set, Times;
FilterWithFixed,FilterWithRandom, Set, Round;
Random, TraceFile;
Set, AllowedRange;
WaterMark, FilterWithFixed,FilterWithRandom, Set;
Random, TraceFile;
Set;
FilterWithFixed,FilterWithRandom, Set;
Random, TraceFile;
Set;
Cut
Empty, TraceFile;

is converted into 200000ns.3 . A sensor event collected from sensor
driver is a vector of values < accuracy, sensor_type, timestamp,
values[] >.

6.1.2

Policy Enforcement with SemaDroid

SemaDroid intercepts the sensor request by the SemaHook placed
in SensorManager. When a sensor request is intercepted, the SemaHook will send the requested sensor type and the uid of requester
app to the SensorMonitor service, which retrieves sensor usage
policies from SensorPolicyManager and returns the enforcement
rules applicable in the current context to the SemaHook. The enforcement rules can be applied either by the SemaHook in SensorManager on sampling delay, or by the SemaHook in ListenerDelegate on collected raw sensor events. We list the supported enforcement rules in Table 2.

6.2

GPS and Network Location Providers

Figure 5(a) shows the implementation of SemaDroid with GPS.

6.2.1
Figure 4: Enforcing sensor usage policies on sensors managed
by SensorManager with SemaDroid
function registerListener(). Within SensorManager, a ListenerDelegate thread will be created and associated to the SensorThread that
keeps monitoring the SensorEventQueue by calling sensors_data_poll.
When a sensor event is polled from the SensorEventQueue, the
SensorThread will report the sensor event to all ListenerDelegate
threads that care about it. A ListenerDelegate then forwards the received sensor event to SensorEventListener within the sensing app.
During the collection, the sensing app is only allowed to send
a sampling rate option with the registration request. This option is
one of the following: (SENSOR_DELAY)_FASTEST, _GAME, _UI,
and _NORMAL (from the fastest to the slowest). Within SensorManager, the sampling rate option is converted into different delays
between two sampling actions, e.g., SENSOR_DELAY_NORMAL

Normal Sensor Data Collection

In Android, the source of location information is called Location Provider. SemaDroid supports all types of location providers,
including GPS that determines locations using satellites, Network
that determines locations using cell towers and WiFi access points,
and Passive that passively monitors location updates reported by
other providers. Here we take GPS as the default location provider
in our discussion.
Specifically, Android allows installed third party apps to access
the location information by two approaches through the LocationManager system service. One approach is to register an update listener, such as LocationListener or BroadcastReciver (updates sent
out as Intents), which obtains periodic updates of smartphone’s geographical locations from the location provider. The sensing app
3
Note that, this (recommended) delay will be sent to the sensor
driver; but, the actual sampling rate is ultimately determined by the
sensor driver. Thus, the real sampling delay on the device might
not be the recommended value.

can specify a set of parameters (e.g., a criteria) with the registration request to guide the sampling of location updates. The other
approach is to get the last known location record stored by the LocationManagerService.
As shown in Figure 5(a), the request for location information is
actually fulfilled by the LocationManagerService. Unlike the unrestricted sensors, GPS in Android is associated with security permissions, e.g., ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION. Thus, a permission check
will be performed before starting sampling. A location update collected is a Location object, containing location information including latitude, longitude, timestamp, altitude, etc. When an update
is received by the LocationManagerService, it will be forwarded to
the listener of the sensing app and be used to renew the last known
location record.

6.2.2 Policy Enforcement with SemaDroid
Similar to that with SensorManager, SemaDroid places one SemaHook right after the permission check to intercept the location request from sensing apps, and get the enforcement rules from the
SensorMonitor. According to the content, the received rules will
be either enforced locally on the parameters with the request, or
be enforced by the other two SemaHooks on the collected location
updates (i.e., the sensor data).
Several system services also provide a location tagging option.
For example, when taking images from the camera, the app is allowed to add geographic location tags into the image taken. In this
case, the location request will not go through the LocationManager, but be handled by LocationManagerService. In either case,
the location tagging service is under the management of SemaDroid
policies.

6.3 Camera
Camera in Android provides two functions, taking pictures and
recording video clips. Both functions allow the sensing app to specify an output file location for the sensor data collected from camera
(i.e., pictures and video clips). Android also supports a preview
function that allows the app running on the screen to display a preview window of camera. However, this sensing app does not have
access to the data in the preview window as the display and the
data received in the preview window is controlled by Android OS.
Thus, SemaDroid focuses on the case when the collected sensor
data is saved into designated files.
Android supports two approaches to take pictures by an app. One
approach is by directly calling the function Camera.takePicture().
A PictureCallback function has to be specified in the sensing app
to handle the collected picture. The other approach is by using
other camera services (e.g., that of the Camera system app of Android) to take pictures. In this case, the sensing app has to specify
the onActivityResult function for pictures returned through Intents.
For both approaches, the picture taking request will be handled by
CameraService, which assigns a Client to perform the sensor data
collection and return the collected pictures to the app.
SemaDroid places a SemaHook right after the permission check
(i.e. CAMERA permission) in the CameraService so as to intercept
the request and enforce the sensor usage policies on the parameters
specified by the sensing app. When the Client receives the picture
(an array of data), the SemaHook in the Client will enforce the
policies on the collected image, if a policy exists.

6.4 Microphone
Android allows the sensing app to record audio data from microphone to a designated output file. To the sensing app, the microphone is accessed by creating a MediaRecorder object and specify-

ing the parameters for it. Inside Android, the sensing request will
be handled by AudioFlinger service, which creates a RecordThread
for sensor data collection. Specifically, the audio data is sampled
frame by frame and each frame consists of an array of values.
SemaDroid places a SemaHook right after the AUDIO permission check in the AudioFlinger for policies enforced through parameters. When the RecordThread is assigned to this sensing request, the enforcement rules on collected sensor data will be passed
to the SemaHook in the RecordThread.

6.5

Media Recorder

Similar to picture taking, the sensing app records video clips either through the MediaRecorder or the Intent (i.e., requesting the
video recording service provided by other apps). Inside Android,
the recording request is handled by the MediaRecorderClient.
Thus, SemaDroid places a SemaHook right after the permission
check in the MediaRecorderClient for policies enforced on parameters. Different from picture taking, MediaRecorderClient relies
on the underlying libraries to perform the recording task. Briefly,
within the libraries, a buffer will be created for the frames captured
from camera. Data in the buffer will be streamed to the designated
output file directly. Thus, for enforcement rules on collected sensor
data, the SemaHook in the MediaRecorderClient will enforce the
rules on the output file, not on the stream video data.

6.6

Mock Data Generator Service

The Mock Data Generator service maintains a set of worker
threads that generate mock data values according to the specified
sensor types and enforcement rules. For every mock data request
from SemaHook, the Mock Data Generator service assigns a separate worker thread. This thread ends when notified by the requester
SemaHook. For example, when the sensing app unregisters a listener for the GPS, its serving worker thread will be ended.
To lower the workload of a worker thread and improve the scalability, the worker thread only generates a sequence of values used
for policy enforcement instead of (complete) sensor events. For example, if the enforcement rule is to generate mock longitude and
latitude for GPS, the worker thread will generate a vector of only
two values for a sensor event from GPS, instead of making an Android Location object. During enforcement, the SemaHook receiving this vector of values will then replace the longitude and latitude
values of the genuine Location object received from GPS with the
mock values. To the sensing app, the received location information
will be mostly real except the longitude and latitude values.
We note that for testing purpose, Android provides a Mock_Location
provider function that allows the app to create a mock location
provider with one fixed mock location, and read this fixed mock location from it. However, this mock location provider does not generate continuous location updates. Moreover, for the app under test,
it requires a security permission ACCESS_MOCK_LOCATION to
create such a mock location provider. It also needs the cooperation
from the user by turning on the mock location option in the settings.

7.

APPLICATIONS AND DEMONSTRATION

7.1

Preventing Sensitive Sensor Data Leakage

The Portal app allows the smartphone user to review the sensor
usage reports of all installed apps. When suspicious sensor usages
are detected, the user can create fine-grained sensor usage policies
to place restrictions to such apps. Here, we select two sensor-based
trojan attacks Soundcomber [42] and TapLogger [46] as examples
to demonstrate the effectiveness of SemaDroid.

7.1.1 Sensor Usage Review
Briefly, Soundcomber is a trojan app that stealthily records the
voice of user during phone calls, and then extracts sensitive information (e.g., credit card number) from the logged audio records.
With SemaDroid, all the accesses to the microphone sensor by
Soundcomber will be logged. By reviewing the sensor usage reports, the user can see that Soundcomber always accesses microphone during phone calls (i.e., “phonestate = OnCall”).
TapLogger is a trojan app that stealthily monitors the motion
changes of smartphones so as to infer the password of screen lock
and the numbers entered during a phone call (e.g., credit card).
With SemaDroid, all the accesses to accelerometer and orientation sensors by TapLogger will be logged. By reviewing the sensor usage reports, the user may see that the TapLogger always accesses these two sensors in the background (i.e., “appstate = Background”), when the screen is on (i.e., “usagestate = ScreenOn”). If
the attacks are performed during phone calls, the “phonestate” will
also be OnCall.

7.1.2 Privacy Policy Design
With the suspicious access behavior detected, the user may decide to uninstall the corresponding sensing apps. However, suppose
the suspicious accesses only happen occasionally or the user is not
certain about the suspicion. The user may still want to keep the
suspicious app for certain desired functionalities. In this case, SemaDroid allows the user to create sensor usage policies to place
restrictions on those suspicious apps.
Informally, we describe the corresponding policies as follows:
(1) To defeat Soundcomber, the user may create a policy stating
that if the Soundcomber app tries to access from microphone when
the phone state is OnCall and the app is running in the background,
feed the Soundcomber app with mock audio data.
(2) To defeat TapLogger, the user may create a policy stating that
if the TapLogger app tries to access the accelerometer and orientation sensor when the app is running in the background, lower its
sampling rate to 1/10 of its original sampling rate.
Note that even when no suspicious sensor usage is detected, the
user may still specify preventative policies to prevent possible attacks, e.g., “Apps attempting to access microphone (or camera,
GPS) will be supplied with mock sensor data.”.

7.2 Managing Sensor Usages
We present two demonstrations to show the effectiveness of SemaDroid in managing accesses to sensors. In Figure 5(b), we present
a demonstration of supplying a location tracking app (My Tracks
by Google) with mock location information. Briefly, in this experiment, we first use another app to record the location changes when
a user is excising in a park. Then, when sitting indoor, we launch
the My Tracks app and supply it with mock sensor data from GPS.
This enforcement is performed with SemaDroid specifying supplying mock data from the trace file in the sensor usage policy on My
Tracks. As shown in the Figure 5(b), the My Tracks app “thinks”
the smartphone (and the user) is moving in a park.
In Figure 5(c), we present a demonstration of manipulating the
sensor data collected from microphone. The app in the experiment
is TapeMachine Lite Recorder, a popular audio recording app on
Google’s app market. In the experiment, we create a sensor usage
policy for this app that manipulates the collected audio sensor data
by setting their values to 0. For comparison, we run both the same
TapeMachine Lite Recorder app on two Android phones that are
placed close to a speaker. In Figure 5(c), we can observe that the
left phone without SemaDroid can record the music played but the

right phone with SemaDroid cannot. This is because SemaDroid
blocks the audio input collected from microphone.

8.

DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

8.1

Applicability to iOS and BlackBerry

Besides Android, other platforms like iOS and BlackBerry have
also overlooked the sensor management issue. For example, accessing accelerometer and orientation sensors on both iOS and BlackBerry require no security permission. Also, existing sensor management systems on both iOS and BlackBerry rely on permissionbased access control systems, not on sensor usage. Although iOS
does not support multitasking thus preventing any stealthy sensor
data collection by apps running in the background. Yet, it is still
necessary to build a comprehensive sensor management framework
like SemaDroid so as to protect the user’s private information, such
as location information, from the perspective of sensor usage. Further, the design of SemaDroid should apply to iOS and BlackBerry,
especially the sensor usage policy design. The actual implementations on iOS and BlackBerry will vary.

8.2
8.2.1

Coverage of SemaDroid
Sensor Coverage

For unrestricted sensors managed by SensorManager, all accesses
must be through the SensorManager. Thus, by placing SemaHook
within the SensorManager, SemaDroid is able to govern all accesses to sensors managed by SensorManager. For other sensors,
such as GPS, camera, and microphone, accessing these sensors
require permission checks. To guarantee the interception of sensor accesses, we place a SemaHook right after every occurrence
of the corresponding permission check. For example, accessing
camera requires permission android.permission.CAMERA. By examining the source code of Android, the permission check with android.permission.CAMERA only occurs twice. One is in the CameraService for image capturing, and the other is in the MediaRecorderClient for video recording. As such, SemaDroid places SemaHooks
in both occurrences to guarantee the coverage of policy checking.

8.2.2

App Coverage

SemaDroid can specify policies for multiple apps or even all
apps (with all-app package name), as discussed in Section 4. For
suspicious apps, SemaDroid supports the privacy bargain and applies fine-grained sensor usage policies even with mock sensor data.

8.3

Malware Detection and Classification

As mentioned in Section 7.1, SemaDroid provides detailed sensor usage reports of installed apps and allows the user to discover
the abnormal sensor usages from the report. Admittedly, our current abnormal detection approach is still based on heuristics and experience. But, we see the potential of developing new approaches
for overprivilege detection [18] and malware classification.

8.4

Policy Design and Revocation

SemaDroid supports generic policies that are not specifically for
known attacks. For example, the user can specify a policy that
mutes the microphone for all apps (or selected apps) when entering
a sensitive context. So, it is not necessary for the user to detect
malicious apps first and then apply precise SemaDroid policies for
them. By specifying generic policies, the user can place restrictions
according to their demands. On the other hand, a policy targeting
at one app will not affect other apps that uses the same types of
sensors. SemaDroid is able to identify the originating app of sensor

(1) Audio recording
without SemaDroid

(a) Enforcing SemaDroid Policies on GPS managed by Location-(b) Supplying running
Manager on Android
apps with mock GPS
location information

(2) Audio sensor data are manipulated
with SemaDroid

(c) Supplying apps with mock audio data data

Figure 5: Implementation of SemaDroid on Android
data request, and enforces different policies on different apps when
requesting the same sensors.
For greater usability of SemaDroid, one of our future work is
to generate sensor usage policies automatically. The research challenge here is to learn automatically whether each sensor data access
is necessary for the main functionality of the sensing app. While it
might be possible for doing so through static code analysis, a more
practical solution seems to be learning from app descriptions. In
WHYPER [41], the authors have successfully applied natural language processing (NLP) techniques over app descriptions to infer
why each type of permission is needed for the functionality of the
app. For our future work, we may extend their techniques for our
purpose here.
The policy revocation of SemaDroid depends on the type of policy. If the enforcement of policy is on the parameter of sensing
task, then the revocation or update of policy will require restarting
the sensing app. However, if the policy is enforced on the collected
sensor data, it is possible to adjust the policy and enforce it in realtime. For example, adjusting the quality of audio recording (e.g.
sampling rate) will require restarting the app. However, if an app
is already recording audio and it is possible for SemaDroid to mute
the app by manipulating the audio data collected for it.
All policies enforced by SemaDroid are stored in system space.
Loading policies from SD card is only a feature that allows the user
to manually load a policy file from SD card and display the policy
on the SemaDroid Portal app. If the user likes the policy, he can
save the content of the policy (not copy the policy file from SD card
directly) into the system space. Therefore, malware cannot tamper
the user defined policies stored in system space by manipulating
the policy files stored on SD card.

8.5 Overhead Analysis
SemaDroid is compatible with the existing permission system
with little overhead on Android. Firstly, the three system services
of SemaDroid are simple and single functioned. The MockDataGenerator service maintains a set of worker threads, which are
lightweight and can be reused. Secondly, only the policy files
will be loaded into memory. The mock data stored in trace files
is loaded only when needed and cleaned when the worker thread

ends. Thirdly, the delay caused by policy enforcement is usually
neglectable with the SemaHook because most rules supported are
simple operations.

8.6

New Paradigm for Participatory Sensing

SemaDroid supports loading sensor usage policies (i.e., in XML
form) from SD card. The sensing application developers and vendors are encouraged to publish recommended sensor usage policies
for their apps, describing in what contexts their apps will perform
the sensing tasks and how the sensor data collection will be performed. The recommended policies can help app vendors to promote their sensing apps by mitigating the user’s concern of leaking
private information by installing third-party apps. This is because
with SemaDroid, one would only require downloading third-party
sensing policies instead of installing individual third-party sensing
apps that might be privacy invasive. On the user side, enforcing the
recommended policies with SemaDroid guarantees that the sensing app will collect sensing data as claimed in its recommended
policies. Of course, the user can make adjustments on the recommended policy via the SemaDroid Portal for customization. As
such, with SemaDroid, many kinds of participatory sensing can be
easily supported without installing separate apps.

8.7

Limitations of SemaDroid on Android

To bypass SemaDroid, an approach would be receiving sensor
data from other installed helper apps (with different uids) through
side channels. In this case, the helper app may cause suspicion and
may be blocked by sensor usage policies for the helper app. Furthermore, SemaDroid allows the user to prohibit all sensing tasks
(including those performed by root privileges)4 . However, some
system features may be affected in this case, such as the automatic
screen rotation feature.
4

within the existing android permission system, the access control
on sensors (if exist) is based on the uid of requester thread. If a
requester thread has root privilege, the access to sensor will always
be allowed without checking. SemaDroid identifies the originating app by the uid of requester thread. Thus, it is feasible for the
user to create a policy that supplying even system apps/thread with
manipulated sensor data.

9. RELATED WORKS
Compared to the existing literature, SemaDroid distinguishes itself from them by focusing on managing the sensor data collected
from onboard sensors. As mentioned in previous sections, sensors
are different from traditional sensitive resources such as SMS and
contact lists. Firstly, sensors provide continuous sensor data to the
installed sensing app. Thus, SemaDroid considers a sensor as a
service provider rather than a stored data file. Secondly, the traditional context-aware access control policies may look fine-grained
for traditional data files, but is not fine-grained enough for sensor
data, especially because sensor data collection is context aware.
Thus, we introduce sensor management policies not only on the
permission to access a sensor but also on the quality of sensor data
an app can get. Thirdly, existing mock data techniques do not suit
sensor data. For example, Android provides a M ock_Location
provider function for testing purpose. It allows the app to create
a mock location provider with a fixed location. However, as the
mock location is fixed, apps relying on location updates will crash.
The proposed Mock Data Generator service in SemaDroid that is
able to provide continuous mock sensor data.

9.1 Access Control on Smartphones
Some literature work have been proposed to provide access control on smartphones. Few literatures mentioned sensor management because they did not realize the differences between sensors
and other types of resources (like contact list).
[8] proposes a system, named MockDroid, that feeds third party
applications with fixed fake values for location, phone identifiers,
Internet connection status, intent broadcasts, SMS/MMS, calendar,
and contacts. [47] proposes a system, named TISSA, that implements a privacy mode on Android. In the privacy mode, the user is
allowed to specify the contents of location, phone identity, contacts,
and call log for each third party application. However, sensors with
continuous sensor data feeding are not mentioned. Moreover, SemaDroid offers other important features such as privacy bargin and
QoSn, which are important for mobile sensing applications.
[26] proposes a system, named AppFence, that allows users
to withhold data from imperious applications by substituting real
data with innocuous shadow data. Specifically, AppFence shadows
browser metadata, SMS/MMS messages, subscribed feeds, contacts, accounts, and calendar entries by returning a set of predefined
fake data. However, sensor data is not mentioned in AppFence. As
explained, sensor data is different from the ordinary sensitive resources. AppFence cannot be applied in sensor management.
Both Saint [39] and Apex [38] study extending the existing Android permission system in order to support additional run-time
permissions. However, firstly, sensors not covered by the existing Android permission system are not covered by Saint and Apex.
Secondly, both works study the problem of granting the permissions basing on context. Differently, SemaDroid focuses on how to
manage the sensor data (so as to protect user privacy) even if the
access to the sensor is allowed.

9.2 Sensor Management on Smartphones
[37] introduces a privacy architecture, called Personal Data Vaults
(PDVs), that provides the user the access control over the sensor
data shared with content-service providers. Different from our approach, PDV provides the privacy control on a server called PDVs.
Sensing data are collected and uploaded to the PDVs server first,
and the user then decides data sharing in PDVs. SemaDroid provides solutions on the smartphone directly.
[24] focuses on the data usage side and presents a generalpurpose policy language for usage control, called Obligation Spec-

ification Language (OSL), which may help one define the usage
policy in the framework. Differently, we protect the user at the data
collection side.
[21] proposes a personalized ad delivery system in which users
can decide how much information about their private context they
are willing to share with the ad-server. This work is for individual sensing apps. That is, the app of this system is equipped with
sensing management mechanism. We are proposing a framework
for managing all apps and no sensor management mechanism is
prerequisite.
[13] discusses how to balance the issues of energy consumption, latency and accuracy for mobile sensing. The mentioned factors affecting mobile sensing are useful to describe our Quality-ofSensing measures. Also, this paper discusses the enforcement of
QoS measures.
TrustDroid [10] introduces a domain isolation approach that groups
the apps and stored data by different trust levels. However, TustDroid focuses on preventing the untrusted apps from accessing trusted
data, e.g. SMS and Calendar. No sensor is mentioned in this work.
Recently, the increasing popularity of wearable devices such as
GoogleGlass has also raised great user privacy concerns as they
may record others without consent. [43, 28] both proposed access control schemes which first infer the current context of sensing based on collected sensor data, and then apply context-aware
policies to mediate access of apps to sensors.
[27] proposed DARKLY, an architecture which supplies perceptual applications of different trust levels with different sensing data.
The system is implemented with the OpenCV library to support
computer-vision tasks.

10.

CONCLUSION

While phone sensing applications are booming, the privacy concern arises about leaking user private information through sensor
data collected by installed third party apps. In this paper, we propose SemaDroid, a privacy-aware sensor management framework
for Android. SemaDroid provides a fine-grained and context-aware
sensor management that allows the user to specify sensor usage
policies by balancing the privacy and desired functions of apps with
the privacy bargain function. Detailed design, implementation, and
demonstrations are presented to show the capacity of SemaDroid
in defeating sensor-based attacks on smartphones.
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APPENDIX
A. ADDITIONAL DEMONSTRATIONS
In Figure 6(a), we present a demonstration of adding noise to
sensor data collected from accelerometer (managed by SensorManager). The screenshot was taken by app Accelerometer Values. In
Figure 6(b) we present a picture taken by the camera with content
manipulated by SemaDroid according to the sensor usage policy.

Figure 7: Enforcing SemaDroid policies on Camera when taking pictures

Figure 8: Enforcing SemaDroid Policies on microphone
Figure 6: Demonstrations of enforcing sensor usage policies
with SemaDroid

B. ADDITIONAL DETAILS OF IMPLEMENTATION
In Figure 7, 8, 9, we present the implementation of SemaDroid
with policy enforcement on camera and microphone.

Figure 9: Enforcing SemaDroid Policies on camera and microphone when recording video clips

